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CASE STUDY
DESTINATION BOOKING AGREEMENT (DBA)

Continued on Next Page

1Destinations International (“DI”) provides a variety of materials to its members including this Destination Booking Agreement (collectively 
“Resources”) for educational purposes and for general guidance. These Resources do not constitute legal advice; in all instances, legal 
professionals should be consulted. In no event shall DI be held liable for any damages resulting from use of the Resources even if DI has been 
informed of the possibility of such liability.

Location: Website:

Number of Staff:

Definition of City-Wide Event (# of Rooms on Peak):

Average Number of Citywides Per Year:

3-Year Average of Number of Canceled Events:

Overview of:1

Convention Center Overview

Total Meeting Space Sq. Ft.:

Number of Ballrooms:

Number of Exhibit Halls:

Total Rooms in Downtown:

Rooms Connected to Center:

Hotel Package Overview

TIMELINE

CVB FUNDING MODEL & CVB/CONVENTION CENTER RELATIONSHIP
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Continued on Next Page

PURPOSE

KEY ELEMENTS FOR CITY’S DBA

APPROVAL PROCESS

PROVEN SUCCESS

Cancellation Clauses/Terms Deposit Schedule

Room Block Commitment Hotel Rebates

Performance Clauses for Incentives Hotel Commissions

Space Outline Transfer of Event Ownership

Timeline for submitting and signing 
convention center contract

Notation that space variation may result 
in additional costs

Timeline for submitting and signing 
convention hotel contract(s)

Notation that space variation must be 
mutually agreed upon

GUIDING PRINCIPLES IN DBA
Check any that apply to your Case Study:
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FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT:

Name of Organization:

Contact Name:

Contact Position:

Email Address:

LinkedIn:


	Location: Baltimore, MD
	Meeting Space: 85,000
	Timeline: Visit Baltimore officially launched the DBA in September 2021.  The document has changed from the initial draft and we anticipate that we will continue to make tweaks and improvements as we utilize in more negotiations.  Most recently, we have explored more variations of a Force Majeure clause.
	Relationship: Visit Baltimore is a 501c6 and the Baltimore Convention Center (BCC) is owned and operated by the city of Baltimore. Although Visit Baltimore and the BCC are separate entities, we work especially close as we share have a joint board of directors.  
	Rooms Downtown: 10,000+
	Ballrooms: 1 (36,672 gsf)
	Rooms Connected: 1,583
	Exhibit Halls: 8 (300,000 gsf)
	Overview of: Visit Baltimore
	Number of Staff: 60 (prior to pandemic)
	Definition: 1,200+
	Avg Citywides: 37
	3-Year Cancellations: 3 (includes multi-year deals)
	Website: www.baltimore.org 
	CB1: Yes
	CB7: Off
	CB4: Yes
	CB10: Yes
	CB5: Yes
	CB11: Yes
	CB6: Yes
	CB12: Yes
	CB2: Yes
	CB8: Yes
	CB3: Yes
	CB9: Yes
	Purpose: Visit Baltimore was averaging approximately 2-3 cancellations per year, experiencing groups that were underperforming, and community stakeholders were becoming increasingly frustrated with the situation.  Sales leadership had experience in past destinations where a DBA was implemented and saw great success in minimizing/eliminating event cancellations.  We recommended to stakeholders to wait to implement until it became an industry standard.  
	Key Elements: The Visit Baltimore DBA includes basic details to ensure that both parties have the same dates, hotel room block, and convention center event space, outlined correctly.  In addition, the document highlights items such as hotel rebates, housing fees, and commissions, to make sure that all parties are aware of exact amounts and who collects/receives the money.  And most importantly, the DBA defines cancellation penalties (similar to a hotel sliding scale) and performance clauses should Visit Baltimore offer an incentive to help reduce convention center rental.
	Approval Process: The approval process for the DBA is quick and simple.  The sales executive works with the Director of Sales on the agreement and submits it to the SVP of Sales for official review and approval prior it to being sent to the customer. The SVP of Sales has the ability to negotiate and change language to the existing template without other approvals.  However, when needed, the SVP works with legal for recommended revisions.
	Proven Success: Since launching the DBA, our first seven customers signed the agreement with little to no discussion. Since then, we have had several customers (represented by third party contractors) who are hesitant to sign the agreement.  So instead of signing the DBA, these customers were quick to agree to sign the convention center’s license agreement and hotel contracts immediately.  We have not lost one piece of business due to the agreement.  As we are still within our first year of implementing the DBA, our success cannot yet be measured in room nights and economic impact saved.  However, we do appreciate how the process has brought our partners closer together, improved communication, and has built additional confidence of our organization within the community.
	Organization Name: Visit Baltimore
	Contact Name: Kireem Swinton
	Contact Position: Vice President of Sales and Customer Experience
	Email Address: kswinton@baltimore.org
	LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/kireem-swinton-0072714/


